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Helvetia Calendar

June 19 ---- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Program:
route markings on Swiss pre-stamp covers by Harlan Stone.

Oct . 26-28 - Swiss exhibits at NOJEX, Cranford, N .J.

Helvetia to Sponsor Swiss Competition at NOJEX

NOJEX on Oct . 26-28 will be the scene for Helvetia's
second special Swiss exhibit competition for members and non-members
alike . Winners will receive distinctively Swiss philatelic medals,
to be purchased by Helvetia in Switzerland this summer . One medal
will be awarded for a minimum of three displays, two for five
displays and three for seven or more displays.

At the society's May meeting, three members indicated
that they plan to enter NOJEX . Other interested members are asked to
inform the editor, Harlan Stone (address above), so the society can
make adequate provisions with the exhibition committee for judging
and medals . The minimum exhibit size is 16 pages (one frame) . Entry
forms are available from Bradley Arch, 144 Hamilton Ave ., Clifton,
N .J . 07011 . Entry deadline will be mid-September.

At its first competition at BEPEX last March, Helvetia
attracted eight one- and two-frame exhibits to the society's section.
Two larger exhibits (as well as the eight small ones) competed in the
open competition.

News Briefs

An official Helvetia membership list, nearing completion,
will be mailed early this summer after the addition of new members
attracted by the May 21 issue of Linn's Stamp News, which highlighted
Helvetia's activities . Also ready for distribution soon will be a
lengthy mail auction, the last until the fall.

Regular society business will take a vacation, as it has
traditionally since Helvetia first organized in 1938 . There will be
no monthly meetings or issues of the Alphorn in July or August.

In September Helvetia will decide whether to participate
with two other Fair Lawn, N .J .,-based stamp clubs in an educational
stamp display at the town library in November for two weeks . Each
club will contribute a minimum of 16 eight-page frames . The exhibit,
to coincide with National Stamp Collecting Week, will include a des-
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criptive brochure about the clubs, decorative wall posters, and mem-
bership application blanks.

Timothy G . Wait, who is probably Helvetia's youngest pre-
sent member (society records contain no ages), won third place in
the 13- to 15-year-old group at the First National All-Junior Stamp
Exhibition at Stroudsburg, Pa ., in April.

Everything You've Ever Wanted To Know
About Wild Mushrooms But Were Too Bullied To Ask

By Ronald D . Lowden, Jr.
(Helvetia # 417)

Continued from May issue

III . Classification
Major and sub-major divisions of Swiss adhesive revenues

should primarily be based on governmental structure rather than on
periods of time or types of usage (types of taxes imposed) for the
various issues, i .e ., arranged according to the political body, large
or small, imposing or administrating the tax involved . Subdivisions
thereafter can usually distinguish the enforcement or collection
agency, the beneficiary or need for the revenue collected, and upon
occasion, and if knowledgeably articulated, the type of tax.

It is indeed unfortunate that laymen and non-revenue col-
lectors ordinarily first seek to identify revenues they may encounter
for the kind of tax the stamps represent . Type of tax is always seem-
ingly a prime point of interest, being, probably, the most immediate
sociologic or personal aspect with which the majority can identify . The
truth is, there are easily 200 different types of taxes spread
throughout the breadth of Swiss revenue issues ; "picking out" a dozen is in re-
ality a rather irrelevant recreation, if not also a way to provide
quite a disproportionate picture as a consequence . American collectors
viewing a Swiss revenue collection, and novices attempting to exhibit
them, invariably become involved in an effort to translate inscriptions
within the stamp designs for the purpose of identifying the type of tax.
More often than not such pastime can easily become a mental trap, since,
for example, an issue noting "Polizei" or "Schule" somewhere in its leg-
end, may easily mislead the translator into believing the stamp
represented a tax for the benefit of police, rather than one administered by
police, or a tax for the benefit of schools, rather than one imposed on
families with children attending schools.

In addition, some of the more subtle, legal schemes invented
for the acquisition of revenue will leave all translators high and dry,
if determining purpose is attempted from the legend and without
sufficient background on the circumstances and legislation creating the tax.
Contemplating an appropriate illustration of this point, your writer is
here reminded of a question-and-answer type of correspondence column,
initiated within the old Helvetia Society Bulletin during the 1940's,
by none other than George W . Caldwell, the famed Swiss collector and
prolific author . Upon one occasion he posed the problem of determining the
purposes of several different sets of revenues emanating from Canton
Fribourg, variously inscribed as "Visa en lieu de timbre de commerce,"
"Timbre de dimension," "Visa en lieu de timbre de dimension," "Timbre
mobile gradué," and "Visa en lieu de timbre gradué ." Lengthy replies
were later published in the column as received from several erudite,
well-meaning, Swiss-born celebrities in the society . Their explanations,
however, became so involved and obscure that, within the same column
publishing the answers, a request for more information was politely re-
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peated, despite the fact that the details elaborating these involved
and obscure taxes had been precisely and correctly presented:

The above is only to point out a tempting but hazardous
exercise to which all collectors seem drone, the moral of it all be-
ing that the piece of legislation creating a tax is necessarily the
only proper source for realistic determination of taxor, taxee, bene-
ficiary, etc.

It is also unfortunate that far too little direct search in
this regard as yet has been performed . It is hoped that someday a
Swiss lawyer will collect Swiss revenues . It is suspected only then we
may get to the bottom of such things as means, purpose, and use . No
doubt law libraries already exist wherein he can avail himself of many,
long-ago published, now dusty surveys of laws, passed in Switzerland
throughout the ages, pertinent to imposition and collection of revenue
taxes . For the time being and until that day, we can only caution a-
gainst presumption. derived from inadequate information, and hope per-
haps to motivate our imaginary lawyer here by asking, "Who will do it
first?"

Returning from systematics to classification, the first major
group of adhesive issues we encounter are those resulting from taxes
imposed by legislation (or Acts) originating with the national
government.

IV . Federals (Eidgenössische Verwaltungsmarken)
First utilized during the beginning of World War I, this mo-

dest group numbers only between 200-300 items . By today's standards
they are for the most part of rather formal and monotonous design, to
be deplored it is for certain, but to be expected it is supposed in view
of their bureaucratic origins . They are broken up into seven divisions
Obligationen, Premienobligationen, Wechselstempel, Passeport (A . Aus-
gaben des Zentralbureaus der Fremdenpolizei ; B . Ausgaben einselner
Heerespolizei-Einhalten), Konsulardienst, Luxussteuer, and Zigaretten-
papiersteuer . Translated, these divisions mean bonds, premium bonds,
bills of exchange, passports (A . issued by special police ; B . issued by
military police), consular, luxury and cigarette paper.

Federal revenue stamp
Consular Service, series of 1914
Design : soldier's head
(Example of fifth division
listed above)

World War I Swiss Soldier Stamp lists frequently include por-
tions of the military police passport issues, but invariably in an in-
complete fashion, which brings us to a rather curious definition entan -
glement . Many died-in-the-wool revenooers feel that revenue or fiscal
collections should be limited to stamps representing the payment or
collection of a legislated or law-imposed tax, duty, fee, or whatever.
There are some others, of course, who prefer a broader definition, en-
compassing anything upon which money was paid, whether for service or
tax and whether privately or publicly imposed or, even more broadly, en-
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compassing everything except issues by the national government for
postage, whether it had anything to do with money or not . Hence, the
abovementioned segment of soldier stamps and all other soldier stamps,
plus all the railroad and hotel stamps, rightfully and frequently
appear within Swiss revenue collections belonging to the middle group,
while everything up through and beyond cookie box seals and coke bottle
labels gain favor with the latter . The ultimate in this long-standing
entanglement occurred a few years back . Zumstein's Spezialkatalog de-
cided to list a few but not all of the designs and values in what here-
tofore had always been considered by revenooers as a questionably
obscure little group of non-fiscal, company-inspection stamps . These i-
tems were frequently retained as "municipal" issues because some early
revenue catalogs had included them . But they now enjoy the dignity of
being catalogued as forerunners of the more conventional railroad
stamps which Zumstein had previously catalogued for many years . Some
revenue collectors predict that, if they wait long enough,....!

One further sidelight : At least one Liechtenstein "Federal"
issue of three values exists . Quite possibly there are other values
within the series, since the three already seen here follow an erratic
value sequence .

(To Be Continued)

National Festival Cards
By Felix Ganz

(Continued from May issue)

Card
No.

7

8

9

10

11

Year

1914

1914

1914

1914

1914

Stamp
Value

5c
green

5c
green

5c
green

5c
green

5c
green

Stamp
Type

Tell-
boy
Type
III

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

Picture
or Subject

Pestalozzi
& Iselin

Pestalozzi
in Stans

Pestalozzi
in Yverdon

Pestalozzi
& grandson

Mrs, Pesta-
lozzi

Surtax
Recipient

Pestaloz-
zi Foun-
dation
"Neuhof"
(Aargau),
home for
underpriv-
ileged
young
people

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

Sold
by Post

62,000
complete
sets of
cards #
7-11 . No
cards
sold
singly.

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto

Remarks
or Details

The set of
five cards
sold for 1
Swiss franc
and includ-
ed a bio-
graphy of
Pestalozzi.
Three dif-
ferent "an-
nulled"
overprints
exist . All
five cards
exist with-
out stamp
imprint.

ditto

ditto

ditto

ditto
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Card
No.

12

13

14

15

Year

1915

1915

1916

1916

Stamp
Value

5c
green

5e_
green

5 c
green

5c
green

Stamp
Ty p e

Tell-
boy
Type
III

ditto

ditto

ditto

Picture
or Subject

Helvetia
& home-
less

Rütli
oath

Ceres im-
ploring
Mars

Island of
Peace

Surtax
Recipient

War rav-
aged and
homeless
Swiss re-
fugees

ditto

Needy
Swiss
soldiers

ditto

Sold
by Post

209,610

200,658

226,107

221,216

Remarks
or Details

Exists
without
stamp imprint.

Colors vary
greatly.

Exists
without
stamp imprint.

Card exists
without

stamp imprint. Proofs
of varying
design exist.

ditto

TO BE CONTINUED	
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